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UPPER BOUND ON MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR A K-ARY CODE ~ 
• .. , a~) and b = (bl, b2, -.- , b~) be n-sequences (where as, be 
{0, 1, • .- , k - 1} ). We define the distance between a ~nd b as 
d(a, b) = ~ d~b~. (3) 
The minimwn distance of a code is the smallest distance between the 
code sequences. We are interested in the quantity d*(M, n) the largest 
attainable minimum distance for a code with parameters M and n. 
Our main results are the following 
Tm~O~EM 1. I f  d~j satisfies conditions (2), and if the ( /~ -- 1 ) X ( k -- 1 ) 
matrix (q~1)~~1=~ is non-negative definite, where qi¢ = dos + dos -- d,i~ , then 
SMn 
d*(M, n) <_ 
k ( M -  1)" 
~k4EOREM 2. I f  d~j = C~., where ~j is the Lee distance, and 0 < a <_ 1, 
the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are valid. 
For the Lee distance, S = k2/4 (k even) and (k s -- 1)/4 (k odd), 
we consequently have 
f kMn/4(M - 1), I¢ even 
d*(M, n) <_ i(k2 - 1 )Mn/4k(M-  1), lc odd. (4) 
Inequality (4) was conjectured by Lee (1958). 
Theorem 1 is ~ bound of the Plotkia type (Plotkin, 1960) for Ham- 
ruing distance. In fact, since lim,~0 g~"~. = h~j, Theorems 1 and 2 are 
generalizations of P lot~n's result. Theorem 2 is actually a consequence 
of some general theorems due to von Neumann and Sehoenberg (1941) 
and Bern'ling (1950), and although the proof in Section I I  is complete, 
it depends on their ideas. 
SECTION II. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Theorem 1 will follow directly from a lemma on the maximization of a 
certain quadratic form which we will now derive. 
Let D = (d i i )~o  be a symmetric k X k real matrix with diagonal 
elements zero and such that the sum of the elements in each row (and 
column) is equal to S. Thus the d~ satisfy (2). Consider the quadratic 
form 
k--i k--i 
, , . . . ,  = x, . ( 5 ) 
j=o i=o 
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We shall try to maximize F under the constraint that 
k--1 
X, = v. (6) 
i=0 
In  what follows we shall find a condition on D under which F attains its 
maximum when all thex,  are equal, i.e., x~. = v/k (i -- 0, 1, .. • , k -- 1). 
Rewrite (5) as 
F(xo,  x, , . . . ,  xk-,) = ~,  x~:cid~s 
= .~. x ,x i (d , i  - -  do, - -  dos) (7) 
+ .~. x,xj(do~ + doi), 
which from (6) is 
where 
Now, we may write 
k--1 
q,~ = do, + dos - & j .  
(x F_, , ,  ,~ q,s = ~ ~ - s - q~ 
(8b) 
(9) 
2 
+ xi ~ q~i - ~ ~,~ 
Further, from (2e), 
q, j  = ~. ,  (do~ + dot - di~) = £do, + S - -  S = I¢,cIo,, (10) 
J f 
and again from (2c) and (10) 
.~. q,~ = kS.  (11)  
Hence, combining equations 8-11 and noting that q0i ~ q~0 = 0, we 
obtain 
F(xo ,x l , ' " ,xk -1 )  = . . . .  ~2s ~ , s q~.  (12) 
]c ~=1 i=1 
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We h~ve immediately from (12) that F attains ~ maximum at x~ = 
v/Ic ( i  = O, 1, . . .  , k  - 1) if and only if the (k - 1) X (k - 1) matrix 
(qo') is non-negative definite. If (q~) is positive-definite, then F attains 
its maximum at this point uniquely. If (q~.) is non-negative definite and 
singular, then F ~ttains its maximum whenever the (x~ -- ~,/k) are in 
the null-space of (q~). 
We state the result which we will need for Theorem 1 as 
L:EM~,~A 1. Let ~-~ (di~')~,~'=o be a matrix which satisfies (2). Then, if  the 
matrix (qi~)~dl=~ (where the q~ are defined by (Sb)) is non-negative defi- 
nite, 
E F_, x, d,s < x, , (13) 
.i=0 i=0 ~ ~ \ i=O 
for arbitrary x l .  
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Let {at} ~=~ be a code with p~rameters M and n with minimum distance 
d*(M, n). Arrange the code words in an array 
a l  = ana l~ • . .  a ln  
(14) 
aM = aMlaM2 "" "  aMu.  
Denote by x~ the number of times symbol i (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .  , k -- 1) 
appears in column s. Note that ~ x~ = M. Since the code has minimum 
distance d*, 
< SM~n/2]: 
where the last inequality follows from Lemm~ 1. Theorem 1 follows on 
dividing through by (~I ) .  
We now turn our attention to Theorem 2. We must show that the 
matrix k-1 (qcj) ¢,~=i where 
qii e ~ ~ -- ~'" 
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is non-negative 
Clearly 
definite. Let us define the function ~(t) by 
f k+ t 
¢(t) =l -t 
l' 
k- -  t 
k 
-k<t<_  - -  
2 
- -<t<O 
O<t< k_ 
]c<t<k.  
(17) 
6j = ~(i -- j) ,  (18) 
N so that it will suffice to show that for any set {tk} k=i, where -k  _ t~ ___ 
N k and any set {p~} ~=~ of real numbers 
N 
~,  p,p~{f(ti) -{- f(t~) -- f(t~ -- tj)} >_ 0 (19) 
i , j= l  
for the special ease of f ( t )  = (9(t))". 
The following lemma is a speeiM ease of a Theorem due to vorL Neu- 
mann and Sehoenberg (1941) .* 
LEMMA 2. I f  f ( t ) ,  - -k  < t < k, satisfies f(0) = 0, and has Fourier 
series representation 
oo 
f ( t ) -- A -- ~ a~ cos n~ot, - k < t < k, (20) 
where a~ > 0, then f satisfies (19). 
*Their theorem states that  for any fmxction f(t) defined on ( -  ~ ,  ~¢ ), the quan- 
t i ty ~ mp~{f(k) + f(tj) -- f(t~ -- tj)} > 0 if and only if f(t) is representable as
i , j  
f f(t) = sin2 xt da(x) ~ X 2 
where ~(x) is non-decreasing and 
f ~ de(x) 
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Proof. Since f(0) = 0, A = Ea.,  and we can write 
f ( t )  = ~ a~(1 -- cos ~oo t) = 2a~ sin 2 n~o t (21) 
n~l n=l 2 
From the identity 
sin2A + sin2B -- sin ~ (A -- B) (22) 
= 2 sin ~ A sin ~ B + ½sin 2A sin 2B, 
we have (using (21)) 
pip, {f(tl) + f(t ,)  -- f(t, -- tj.)} 
i , j  
- ~,, -~-  t~ + sin ~ y t, - ,~,  ~ (t~ - t ,)  
{ • 2nw0 . 2n~o. 1 . tj.} (23) 
= "~ 2a, ~ .  mp~ 2 sm -~- t~ sm T ~" + 2 sm n~o ti sin nzo 
n~o 1 
= 2a~ 2 oisin 2~- t i  +~ oisinn~otl >_0. 
Hence the lemma follows. 
In particular the Fourier expansion for ~(t) is 
k ~_, 2k n2~rt --k < t < k, (24) 
~(t )  = ~ - . o~ ~ cos  T '  
so that (19) is satisfied whenf(t)  = ~(t) and we have proved Theorem 2
for a = 1. To establish the theorem for a < 1, note the following facts. 
Say 
~b~(t) = ~ a~ cos no, or (25a) 
and 
~b2(t) = ~ b~ cos n~ot (25b) 
where a , ,  b~ >_ 0. Then since cos nxot cos mwot = ½ cos (n - m)~ot + 
½ cos (n + m)~ot, the product ~bl(t)~b2(t) is of the form 
g,~(t)$2(t) = ~,  c~ cos no~ot, (26) 
n 
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where c~ >_ 0. Since we can write 
k (1 - ¢(t ) )  (27) ~(t) = i 
where ~k(t), given by (24), is of the form of (25), then 
m~(t) -- (1 -- ~k) ~ = 1 -  a~b + a(a  - 1) ~b2 
2I 
(28) 
a(a -- 1) (a -  2)¢3 ) 
- -  31  + " "  " 
By the above observation, ~k ~ (k = 1, 2, . . .  ) is also of the form of (25). 
Since 0 < a < 1, the coefficients of the ~b ~ are M1 negative. We conclude 
that 9 ~ is of the form of (20), and Theorem 2 follows. 
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